
Repairing bad joins.
These examples are self explanatory and would be useful to show to pupils who might have one or more of
these faults. Some variations that would have been frowned on in the past are so practical that not only are they
ignored but often recommended. An example is joining through the letter ‘o’ rather than going over the top and
back.

Crossbar joins
An infant teacher once told me that the first join that she taught to her reception class was the crossbar join
from the letter ‘f ’. Yet this join is seldom taught in junior school much to the detriment of writers. A simple
crossbar join from ‘t’ or ‘f ’ allied to top joins lets the pen speed along smoothly. Try the words ‘for’ or ‘top’.

Writers have to be careful to keep the crossbar along the midline and not to let it wander. After that there is
plenty of scope for developing personal variations of crossbar joins to suit your own script. A light hearted way
to encourage personal joins is to tell the writer not to lift the pen at all, even between words, during a whole
sentence. This forces some unusual joins particularly crossbar ones. Try it yourself and make sure there are
several ‘t’s and ‘f ’s in the sentence.
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Repairing bad joins

Crossbar joins

Keep top joins straight. They must not wander up and down.

Your crossbar must be at the right height. Not too high and not too low.

Bad joins to tall letters.

Top joins must not droop.

Try crossbar joins to each vowel in turn. Then ‘th’, ‘tt’ and, ‘ff’ come next followed by short words.

Do not slide over the top.

Joins look like an extra letter.

Wrong joins muddle words

Strokes lost in joining.

Too low. Too high.




